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MOLIERE

The great Voltaire called the author of THE MAN WHO WOULD BE SICK "The best comic writer of any nation," and there may be a fairly large number of people who would not take exception even now to that judgement. Certainly, there is a lightness of touch and a sauciness of atmosphere in which even Shakespeare is not able to achieve. When we consider how "dated" most comedies soon become, we may well ask ourselves how we can enjoy a play like this when it is revived two hundred and seventy-five years after its first performance before the elegant and witty court of Louis XIV. The answer lies in part in Molière's reliance upon the most basic and universal comic devices.

The foundation of Molière's approach is to laugh at all departures from the social "norm"—that standard which the courtiers of the Grand Monarch more reverenced than obeyed. Any extreme—any excess or defect—is automatically open to ridicule. The absurdity of situation is increased by the most grossly farcical incidents—a daughter bites her father's wagging finger—and by lines of the most ruthless satire. Since no sanctimonious atmosphere surrounds the doctor, Molière was on comparatively safe ground in attacking the humbuggery of conventional medicine. (Incidentally, it was while playing with gusto the part of the hypochondriacal father in this play that Molière suffered the rupture of a blood vessel from which he died.) Only when he ridiculed the hypocrite who pursues his self-interest behind the screen of religious cant did Jean Baptiste Poquelin (for that was the playwright's real name) find himself in difficulties.

In THE MAN WHO WOULD BE SICK, then, we have a work that is almost pure comedy; and such "morality" as may be present is the dictate of moderation and good sense rather than that preached by the reformer and the idealist.

BYRON R. BRYANT